
Room 7 Mixed Levels Survey
22 respuestas
When you have to face mixed-level classes, which of these actions would you take?
 
 

Can you think of other ways to tackle mixed-level classes? Please, write them down.8 respuestas
Role games
Given each student a different role depending on their level and the activity/project
Games. All can participate and feel proud
Different groups of work in the same class
Co-teaching, split classes
Provide the small groups with a variety of graded tasks bound to be fulfilled to the extent and order they
feel more comfortable with
Comprenhensive tasks in pairs
Extra work, homework or student nomination, create a positive and collaborative working atmosphere in
the class.
Which actions would you take to promote 'autonomous learning'?
 
 

Can you think of any other ways to promote 'autonomous learning'?6 respuestas
By giving them the opportunity yo choose how the want to learn
They can retouch pictures or prepare videos
Project works
Project work, both individuañly and in groups
Watching films
Self assessment: portfolio, journal, etc., or Peer Assessment.
To help mixed-level classes by using project work, which approach do you think would suit your students

They work in groups so the strongest can help th…
You use the same text but different graded tasks according t…
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Showing them web pages to learn how t…
Teaching how to look up words in dictionaries.

Boosting students when they have special i…
Giving students a che…
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best?22 respuestas
 
 

Which are the drawbacks and positive aspects of both approaches? Choose the approach each sentence is
referring to?
 
 

Regarding homework, to help mixed-level classes 22 respuestas
 
 

What do you think could be the point of giving weaker students less demanding tasks as homework?
 
 

The best approach is to use
mixed groups where the
strongest students can help
the weakest students.
The best approach is to form
groups that are at
approximately the same level
and assign different tasks
that are appropriate to the l…
Both approaches can be
used.
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This may be frustrating for the strongest…
The strongest students may be able to see t…

It provides the correct level of challenge for…
It is not demotivating f…
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What do you think could be the point of giving stronger students demanding tasks as homework?
 
 

Would you add any more comments to this survey? Your sugestions would be most welcomed4 respuestas
Maybe instead of referring to homework I would refer to the activities in general. Regarding homework, to
help mixed-level classes, I think there are more options. I think weaker students have to have reinforcing
HW, otherwise they won't progress.
I think is better maintain a good basic level...and then prepare extra activities for the best students.
Though giving your students homework can be challenging for them, not always can be motivating,
because they might not be feeling in the right mood to take some extra time to do it
Positive feedback
Número de respuestas diarias
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It can help to motivate them . It can give them further practice in areas of
the language which they have not yet

mastered.
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It should ensure that they remain motivated. It should ensure they continue to make
progress.
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